The Effect of Nucleic Acid Extraction Platforms and Sample Storage on the Integrity of Viral RNA for Use in Whole Genome Sequencing.
Extraction of viral RNA and the storage of sample material are extremely important factors in the detection and whole genome sequencing (WGS) of viral pathogens. Although PCR-based detection methods focus on small amplicons, viral WGS applications require RNA of high quality and integrity for adequate sequence coverage and depth. This study examined the fitness of one manual and four automated RNA extraction platforms commonly used in diagnostic laboratories for use in metagenomic sequencing, how the practice of storing sample material in Qiagen buffer AVL before extraction affected the integrity of viral RNA and its suitability for use in amplicon-based WGS methods, and how the addition of Triton X-100 to buffer AVL affected the capability of the extraction platforms and the integrity of viral RNA in stored samples. This study found that the EZ1 platform gave the best performance of the automated platforms and gave comparable results to the frequently used manual Qiagen extraction protocol when extracted viral RNA was used in metagenomics sequencing. To maintain high levels of viral RNA integrity suitable for amplicon-based WGS, nucleic acid should be extracted from samples immediately, because even short storage periods in buffer AVL have a severe effect on integrity, and the addition of Triton X-100 had little effect on the quality of viral material for WGS.